Artistic—The “Creators”
People who have artistic, innovating or intuitive abilities and like to work in unstructured situations using their imagination and creativity.

ARE YOU?
Creative
Intuitive
Imaginative
Innovative
Unconventional
Emotional
Independent
Expressive
Original
Introspective
Impulsive
Sensitive
Courageous
Open
Complicated
Idealistic
Nonconforming

CAN YOU?
Sketch, Draw or Paint
Play a Musical Instrument
Write Stories, Poetry or Music
Sing, Act or Dance
Design Fashions or Interiors

LIKE TO
Attend Concerts, Theaters or Art Exhibits
Read Fiction, Plays or Poetry
Work on Crafts
Take Photographs
Express Yourself Creatively
Deal with Ambiguous Ideas

HOBBIES
Photography
Performing
Writing Stories, Poems, Etc.
Desktop Publishing
Sewing
Taking Dance Lessons
Visiting Art Museums
Designing Sets for Plays
Travel
Playing a Musical Instrument
Homemade Crafts
Painting
Speaking Foreign Languages

CAREER POSSIBILITIES (Holland Code)
Actor/Actress (AES)
Advertising Art Director (AES)
Advertising Manager (ASE)
Architect (AIR)
Clothing/Fashion Designer (ASR)
Copywriter (ASI)
Dancer (AES)
Dance Instructor (AER)
Drama Teacher (ASE)
English Teacher (ASE)
Fashion Illustrator (ASR)
Furniture Designer (AES)
Graphic Designer (AES)
Interior Designer (AES)
Journalist/Reporter (ASE)
Landscape Architect (AIR)
Medical Illustrator (AIE)
Museum Curator (AES)
Music Teacher (AES)
Photographer (AES)
Writers/Editors (ASI)